
Your Responsibility and Liability Waiver
To participate in this trip organized by Outdoortravelphotography LLC, you must sign, date, and send

Outdoortravelphotography LLC the original copy of this form.

By participating in our tour, you acknowledge and accept certain inherent risks. This document serves as
a release of our liability, and you assume all risks associated with travel, including but not limited to injury,
illness, death, loss, or damage to personal property. These risks may arise from crime, acts of terrorism,
acts of nature, negligence, or actions of others. Your signature on the waiver indicates your awareness
that travel involves inherent risks, and you voluntarily release Outdoortravelphotography LLC, its officers,
employees, assigns, independent contractors, and all involved parties from any liabilities.

As part of the payment for your participation in any tour, workshop, excursion, expedition, or program
conducted by Outdoortravelphotography LLC or their assigns, you voluntarily release them from liabilities.
This release covers risks associated with traveling to icy, remote, and mountainous areas, which may
involve additional risks, dangers, and inconveniences such as floods, avalanches, landslides, wintry
conditions, icy walkways and roads, and limited access to medical services. Outdoortravelphotography
LLC assumes no liability for dietary requirements.

Your application indicates your full understanding and agreement to release and hold harmless
Outdoortravelphotography LLC, its officers, agents, sponsors, associates, and sub-contractors from any
liability related to your participation in their activities, including claims arising from negligence.

Traveling with a group involves compromise, considering the diverse desires, goals, personalities, and
physical abilities of group members. While itineraries are carefully planned, they are not guaranteed
schedules, and flexibility is necessary. Unforeseen circumstances, beyond our control, may lead to
changes in timing, locations, and activities, with no discounts or refunds provided for affected activities.

You are responsible for selecting an activity suitable for your physical abilities and health, certifying that
you do not knowingly have any conditions that could pose a risk. Outdoortravelphotography reserves the
right to request a doctor's statement of good health.

In addition, you are responsible for studying pre-trip information, bringing necessary equipment and
personal items, adhering to dress and hygiene standards, and acting considerately toward fellow
participants and environments. Outdoortravelphotography LLC reserves the right to cancel or
accept/reject any person for any activity, with the ultimate determination of participation left to the
judgment of tour, workshop, expedition, excursion, or trip leaders.

Your signature on this form is an acknowledgment of your understanding of your responsibilities and your
consent and acceptance of them.

Signature Date

Print Name

Mail completed form to: Outdoortravelphotography LLC, 19 Bunker Hill, Cranbury, NJ 08512, or
email electronically signed form to outdoortravelphotography@gmail.com

mailto:outdoortravelphotography@gmail.com

